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INTERVIEW WITH MARGARET PANILLA

by Dr. Joseph watras
September 26,
JW:

1990

Ilm ta lking to Marge Fani lla.

You were principal

of St. Agnes during the years when the desegregation of the
Catholic schools was a controversy.

You were principal

when?
MF:

Illl have to reconstruct the dates,

but I was

brought in to administer st. Agnes School when the five
local schools in Dayton View got a grant from the federal
government to develop innovative schools,

to see if that

factor could help stabilize the neighborhood.
JW:
MF:

Dayton View was a neighborhood in transition,
Yes.

And a neighborhood in turmoil.

can look up those dates before you leave.

I

then?

I guess I

think I

was

there 7 years.
JW:
MF:

You resigned,
Okay,

I believe,

in 1973.

I probably went in 1967 or 1968,

yeah.

someplace around there.
of the grant.

About the beginning of the
I had been principal before.

I

certainly had some definite ideas about kids and how they
should be educated.
JW:
MF:

You were a member of the Sisters of Notre Dame?
Right. I entered in 1949 and was with the order

for about 25 years.

I

left in 1975.

It was all bound up in

this issue of the role of the Catholic schools,
in the inner city.
JW:

And desegregation was ••••

particularly

MF:

Well,

educationally,

it was all wrapped up together.
St. Agnes

was

terribly,

terribly,

We were given freedom to be innovative.
JW:
area,

Basically

I

excited.

think •••

You were the only integrated school in the Dayton

I believe.

When Regulinski did his report,

you were

the only school that had a balancee of black and white.
Either schools were all black or all white or had a token.
MF:

Yes,

the west side schools:

James and I had taught at St.

Resurrection and St.

James earlier in my career.

And that was a school that was in transition.
closed the all black school,
to St.

James.

St.

John's.

The kids were sent

Those were explosive times.

what went on later.

They had just

That far preceded

But then St. James eventually became

all black and Resurrecton became eventually all black.
the next parish over was St. Agnes.

And

So the actual movement

of blacks into the Dayton youth community -

I'm not sure

when that began - but certainly in the early '60's.
JW:

In 1967 you wrote Monsignor Connaughton suggesting

that they consolidate schools.
MF:

There were several reasons for

that.

certainly was the issue of desegregation.
was funding.

One of them

The other issue

The history of the Catholic schools seems to

be that when a school is in inner city and particularly when
it is racially beginning to change, you have Catholics who
move out.

So you have a school that's

really responding

more to non-Catholics than to Catholics.
close because you can't support them.
the non-Catholics

Eventually,

they

You're not getting

in church on Sunday morning to contribute.

That was all interwoven in this whole thing;
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the money

It still boggles my mind;

issue.

. .,.M.

.

that the Catholic school

• ••

~'

1:

system has independent schools that are so tied up with
funding on Sunday morning in a particular parish.
Catholic,

As a

There's bigger,

I have trouble with that.

broader

issue for me than that.
JW:
parish,

You think the school should be independent of the
rather than •••

MF:

No,

I

not independent.

think the funding needs to

be independent from the parish.
JW:

That's what consolidation would provide.

That

kind of centralized •••
MF:

Exac tly.

They don't have all the traipings of the

central administration,

but basically the authority from
The parish,

central administration over education is quasi.

at least when I was a principal in the Catholic school
s ys te m,

the au thori ty for what wen t

pretty much with the pastor.
Agnes,

on in tha t

schoo 1 was

Dur ing my tenure with St.

some of my most difficult times were over the issue

of who has authority over that Catholic school.
we were being given a clear message,

On one end,

both from the Catholic

school and public school system that we were to be
innovative and yet it was very frightening,

particularly to

a few of the pastors. Because it not only impacted - you
can't impact pieces of education,

you can't say we're going

to be innovative in this but not that, so it flowed over
into the religious education.

That's when we got into

real power struggles about how that was to occur.
I

Basically

think what happened we developed an extremely innovative

education that was

loved by,

certainly by the kids, by some
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parents, but not by all.
were,

So by being where we were when we

we created a great deal of _____ in the nei ghborhood

and the parish so that there were factions.
JW:

You had primary grades in that school from

Jefferson,
MF:

I believe.

Is that correct?

No, at some point we had dropped the first grade

and I think that was across the board in the diocese so we
had 2nd through 8th.

But when I

we had first grade also.

was first there,

I'm sure

As a former first grade teacher,

I've never willing given up first grade.

It's

where you

create the atmosphere of what's going to happen next.
JW:
MF:

The foundation •••
Oh,

to get the kids excited at that agel

just alive and ready to go.
up first grade.

So I

They are

would never willingly give

What we did was non-grade the school and

individualize it.

It worked.

I

wish I had all that.

But I

know that we eventually got the kids above national norms.
That wasn't our goal.

But it certainly was a by-product of

the way they were educated so that we were a little oasis.
Some pretty desert-like atmospheres in terms of education.
JW:

I was somewhat surprised to see your proposal

calling for consolidation for other schools in that Reverend
Poynter and the Regulinski committee were very careful to
say that st.

Agnes had to be Ie ft alone;

that you cou ldn' t

tamper with that; i t was too fragile; and you could cause
tipping one way or the other.

They didn't see consolidation

of that school as a beneficial act.
MF:

But I

think the long-range effect -

into extinction.
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St. Agnes went

JW:

Well,

it was consolidated with •••

MF:

But under pressure because of money instead of an

educational program;
move,

grow,

i t was well thought out.

or die. And I

It was like

think by not being forward-looking

and jumping off and trying to make some consolidation,
died.

I

think that's probably one of

it

the bigger

disappointments certainly in my professional career is that
so many things that I

started did not last me.

administrator that stinks!
wonder,

"Hey,

Boy,

as an

It makes you step back and

your whole point in administration is to make

i t run without you;

Tha tis

i t can't be dependent on you."

been sort of a disappointment in my professional career as
an educa tor.

Basically the same thing happened at Good

Samaritan Hospital with the Learning Center.
was an innovative program,

Which,

again,

to work with disturbed kids.

JW:

Oh,

is that the place on Frederick Pike?

MF:

Not Frederick Pike,

JW:

Is it still there?

MF:

Yeah,

Peters Pike and Philadelphia.

it's quite changed since it began.

It began

as a therapeutic program and it slowly evolved into being
another educational program.
wouldn't have needed a

Which if it worked,

therapeutic program.

they

But that's

another whole story.
JW:

Before you resigned from St. Agnes and went to

Longfellow, a newspaper reporter interviewed you and
published an article, a fairly extensive article,

which was

entitled "Desegregation in Parochial Schools Drags."

Quoted

you as saying there seemed to be some dishonesty in the
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Ca tho li c schools' approach to de s egrega tion;
had a

force

report and then a

tha t

is,

they

task force to study the report.

MF:

Three or four times we did that.

JW:

I remember the Regulinski report and then a

to study the Regulinski report.

task

There were times

other than those?
MF: Again,

I think I told you that I threw out all my

history of that.

I knew for the 7 years I

was

there, I

was

always on a continuing task force.
JW:

You were not on the task force to evaluate the

Regulinski report,
MF:

were you?

No, but that was involved in terms of being there

and talking with •••
JW:

There was a big controversy as to whether the

principals on the committee were on the task force or not.
MF:

I'm sure one of the issues was myself.

at that point,

been winning any friends.

And probably at times,
frustrated.

brash.

I

But terribly,

I had not,

was outspoken.
terribly

I think one of the final blows for me was

having made the report -

I can see where at Corpus Christi I

made a report to the pastors and really put a lot of soulsearching and thought into presenting that.

One of the

pastors came up afterward and in a sense figuratively patted
me

on

the head and said that I'd understand when I grew up.

That was damning, as far as I was concerned.
being questioned as an educator, but also I

Not only was I
think there was

something about nuns should stay in their place.
one of my big issues and not pastors.

That was

that educators should run the schools

That didn't go over very well.
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JW:

There were 29 school principals,

religious,

I think,

lay or

who signed a letter affirming the Regulinski

report and the idea of desegregation.

Sr.

Christina,

I

guess?
Right.

MF:

Mary Ann Drerup -

she was a principal ••• She was,

but where?

Mary Ann Drerup was principal at St.

JW:

was Sr. Joseph,
MF:

although I don't know if

I guess,

She

before that.

I'm not sure,

Right.

James.

have been done differently.

I

if I look back,

what could

think we were dealing with

sociological issues that certainly would be bigger and longstanding just in the way that parishes are organized to the
way the school system grew up in this country, the role of
It took a whole

the school system in this country.

generation of immigrants and educated them.
school system,

as far as I'm concerned,

could have been a

major force in social change in this country.
in many ways,

it has done that.

But I

biggest ways it has failed to do that,

JW:

And I

think

think in one of the
and that's helping

with the whole racism issue in this country.
the Catholic church is a white,

The Catholic

By and large

male institution.

Why is racism connected with Catholicism?

Or why

should Catholicism be a force for social change?
MF:

I

think of the teachings of Christ.

It's

like

it's based on the New Testament and the Old Testament.
think that religion is a way of life and not a set of
doctrines.

And I

think for

the Church to ignore blatant

injustice among the Catholic church is not right.
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I

JW:

One thing tha t

the Regulinski
-

report,

fas ci na ted me was tha t

in reading

that first document about segregation

they called it the DeFacto Segregation Committee,

segregation of the Catholic schools in Dayton documented that report is.
footnotes;
documents.

however,

was how well

It must have 8 pages of

none of those footnotes refer to church

Every footnote seems to point, in some way,

secular - such as

the U.S. Civil Rights Commission,

psychological tasks roundabout way,
neighbors

the

and

they didn't tie in,

to a

or some

except in a

saying we're taught to be brothers of our

then

if

our

neighbor isn't with uS ••• But they

didn't cite any of those references in any way.

Was

that a

dangerous omission or was it an oversight?
I guess it was probably an oversight because they

MF:

certainly could have gone back to encyclicals dealing with
social justice.
JW:

The U.S.

bishops had written by that time 3

pastorals.
MF:

You'd have

That's sort of dumb,

to know Regulinski.
isn't it?

He's a scholar.

If he was a scholar,

ha ve gone to all the documents.

I don't know why.

he would
I

honestly don't.
JW:

The letter that the 29 religious signed quoted the

Vatican in one of the documents from Vatican II, the
Declaration of Christian Education,

which only says that

each child deserves a religion appropriate,
doesn't speak to •• for

some reason

which that,

that letter says,
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too,

well,

this

means

that the Regulinski report is

see the logical connection there as

I can't

clearly perhaps

I'd like

to.
MF:

It would be the self-definition of appropriate.

For me to educate children in an isolated way without
letting them understand
inappropriate.

of the world is

For people to go up all their lives without

seeing a black person is crazy.

We've got enclaves in this

country,

sort of interesting,

even to

this

day.

It's

I've

moved to one.
JW:

Well,

MF:

It's sort of interesting to me,

whole issue,

yours is armed as welll

which is why I'm here.

which is another

But it makes no sense

to me to educate children in a way that doesn't prepare them
for a true Christian life.
JW:

Phil Donahue did write about his efforts with

voluntary exchange program.

He criticized the church for

being insensitive to social issues and said that that was
why he and several of his friends

lost their faith.

I

wondered if the argument had more concern about church
documents,
friends

from falling away.

MF:
thing.

if perhaps that would of kept Donahue and his

I don't know.

I guess

that's such a personal

I certainly was disillusioned,

angry,

that whole experience was not the church.

frustrated.

But

There are priests

and bishops. For me the church is you and me and all these
people put together. And the hierarchy was
segment of th church.
hi erarchy.

In a way,

just one small

I certainly have problems with the
it's sad.

They are caught with their
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own limitations.

I

think that's true of all of us.

I

certainly think that for any white person, of the age that I
am,

to say that they are not prejudiced,

brought up to be prejudiced.
a great deal of fear.
and face tha t.

is nuts. We were

If not overtly,

certainly with

And you have to actively do something

It's almost like a daily thing to say,

make a difference in the way I live.
were trying to do with those kids.
look at us and say,
you're prejudiced.

I

can

And that's what we

Often those kids would

a good cop-out was,

you're raci s t,

And the answer to that is,

"I may well

be, but that's not your issue. Let's get back to your
The excitement of educating kids

issue."

and work toge ther was n' t
It is done in a

the reo

And I

to

know it can be done.

lot of little places allover

And why can't Catholic schools do that?

live and play

the

I don't know.

think there's a great deal of history involved in
in

country.

the way that the parishes are organized.

I

that and

It's going to

be challenged beyond the beyonds in the next couple of
years.

These are all the statistics we have.

There aren't

going to be priests to run the traditional parishes,
they have been.

What we couldn't affect in 1967,

be effected by the status of the clergy in this
Religious orders in this country tremendous questions around that,
survive?

the way

may simply
country.

my God, you have
too.

Are they going to

And my choice to leave both the Catholic school

system and my religious order was not done lightly.

I felt

that I wasn't in the position to do anymore to make change
occur.

And after awhile,

you're identified with the group

with which you belong. And I didn't want to be identified
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with Catholics.

We went to our religious order asking for

help in making St. Agnes survive in a much more solid way. I
don't think they could stand the pressure of the bishop.
JW:

Who,

MF:

No,

JW:

Oh,

at that time,

would have been Bernadin?

McCarthy was in there someplace.
he was the auxiliary bishop.

MF: But most of the letters I got came from him. He was
the one who visited

the parish.

I'm

not sure ••• Fr.

Pilead

was the priest who actually did the inquisition.
JW:

What inquisition?

MF:

There was a real question about the orthodoxy of

our teaching of religion.
JW:

In St. Agnes?

MF:

Yes.

So a priest was assigned to come in and

examine it.
JW:

Other than the parish priest?

MF:

Yes.

Fr. Pilead was, at the time, I don't know if

he was Dean of the Dayton area.

I don't remember all that.

JW:

Krusling was probably the Dean.

MF:

Could have been. But Pilead was the one assigned

to do that.

Fr. Dorenbush probably knows

more about that

than I do.
JW:

He neve r

mentioned tha t.

I visited him in

Springfield.
MF:

We did go under so me ki nd of ••• There was a ques tion

whether they would close the school, and all that kind of
stuff.

To me,

so much of it was smokescreened.

The real

issues were never addressed.

The real issues:

schools be integrated?

think the answer to that was

And I
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Can Catholic

no.

It would be a great drain of parishoners from parishes

if their kids had to go to Catholic schools with black kids.
And the money drain.
JW:
OCEA,

Reverend Poynter delivered a paper in 1977 to the

Ohio Catholic Educational Association.

In it he gave

three reasons why he thought Catholic schools could not
integrate.

Those included:

unwillingness of the

parishoners to do it, unwillingness of the priests to lead
it, and a small number of blacks, such a small number that
if you spread them around you wouldn't have desegregation
anyway.

He concluded that the thing that the Catholic

schools could do was to lead some kind of encounter sessions
or to provide more cultural experiences for
So that was

the students.

the push that his office maintained.

I guess

Sr. Mary Ann Drerup was in charge of it.
MF:
was

One of the things that was going on at this time

the consolidation of Chaminade-Julienne.

was a perfect chance for them to integrate.

I

thought that

Because both

Chaminade and Julienne were northwest schools where a lot of
the blacks lived.

And you had Carroll and Alter in the

southeast schools;

well,

one northeast and one southeast

that consolidation of those 4 Catholic high schools •••
JW:

••• into one large part?

MF:

No,

experiences.
place JW:

no,

campuses.

Where they would have cultural

Either they do their first and second year one

I don't even remember •••
Oh,

building has

similar to the Regulinski idea where each
two grades.
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MF:

and I

There were all kinds of ways

agree,

to do that.

that the high school is not really the place to

have a smooth integration occur.

The elementary schools

certainly can be made into what you want.
are

the groundwork for

be more difficult,
opportunity for

future

life.

but it was a

It's

like

they

And high schools would

chance.

It was an

them to at least look at something then

simply putting Julienne and Chaminade together.
and I

Maybe,

think they are doing very well.

haven't kept up -

I don't know the

They did

don't know -

I

black/white

ratio

I

is

at

Chaminade-Julienne and I don't know non-Catholic/Catholic
ra tio the reo

But my guess

is

that there would be

large

number of non-Catholics and probably a good number of blacks
because the black community wants good schools.
their kids
It's

educated.

It's

way out of

their entry into the middle class.

they want good schools?
tha t.

They have a

just is -

I don't know why.

thing is

money.

the

lower class.

So why wouldn't

Catholic schools could provide

lot more freedom

people don't want it,
the

their

They want

to be innovative.

Except it goes back to -

the priests don't want it,
That's

where

interesting to look back on it.

I

think

It
the

and I

it is.

It's

And I don't know what

personally could have done to help.

I

think

I

went there with the

goal of working with the faculty to make that a really topnotch school.

And I

think they did that.

I

think the

faculty was extremely excited and they worked their tails
off.
to see

And I

think the results were there.

those kids as extremely positive.

having a reunion.

The faculty used
In fact,

they are

It would be interesting for you to go.
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JW:

When is it?

MF:

October 13.

JW:

At St.

MF:

Agnes?

At St. Agnes.

I don't know the time.

I'm surprised I didn't get a

notice

of

it.

In fact,

Somebody else

told me about it.
JW:

Are you going?

MF:
ye s.

I'd have to find out the time

myself.

I

might,

The other person you may want to talk to - have you

talked to Pat Flynn yet?
JW:

No.

MF:

Pat Flynn was a teacher at Dunbar High School when

this whole thing was going on.
White.

She's presently at Colonel

She has always been active in the whole issue of

desegregation.

She has been extremely active

She's been on the Northwest Priority Board for
how long.

in the

city.

I don't know

I ' l l give you her phone number.

Side Two
JW:

••• Has it been used quite a bit?

MF:

Yeah,

very unique

for

motivation projects.

I

think,

in that it through together a group of schools,

regardless of affiliation,
of training of the teachers
throughout the city.
almost every day.

I

public/private, and we had a
together.

lot

It was a hot issue

remember Colonel White was exploding

You had to lock the doors at school

because those kids came down in waves,
di s rupti vee

It was,

i t was quite

But what happened between Longfellow, Jefferson

and St. Agnes,

those were the three in particular who were

very close together.

I was on first name basis with those
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principals.

If I had something going,

they had something going,
kids.

I let them know.

they let me know.

If

We exchanged

Talked alot to Greg Karas about what he was doing

over at Longfellow in terms of nongrading,

that whole thing,

which eventually they got a grant from the Kettering
Founda tion

to bui ld

the

IGE ••• The

coopera tion,

you wou ldn' t

believe what was going on between those schools at that
time.

I

think st. Agnes had a much better chance of

initiating the changes much faster because we were smaller.
And we basically didn't have to work through a democracy to
make any changes.

We were allowed to do it.

was there to help us.
impact?
kids.

I

And the money

We were a part of that grant.

think it did.

I

think it impacted at least those

And there were always questions with us.

got along;

An

The kids

they studied together. But when they went to the

there was very little mixing with the blacks and
whites.

Black kids were at one place and the white kids

were at another.

So we had all kinds of questions going on

at that time in terms of what we were doing and how we were
doing it.

How did I get started on that?

I've sort of

given you a feeling of the excitement that went on.

And I

still think it's possible.
JW:

Well, I thank you very much for spending this

time with me.
MF:
it.

I hope when this gets published that people read

It would be a neat thing to read and say,

learn and what are we going to do with it?"
JW:

Thank you again.

MF:

You're we lcome.
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"What did we

